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PositiveP representation: Application and validity

A. Gilchrist, C. W. Gardiner,* and P. D. Drummond†

University of Waikato, Hamilton, New Zealand
~Received 8 July 1996!

The positiveP representation is a very successful tool in quantum optics. However, the usual assumption of
negligible boundary terms in the time-evolution equations is not always valid. We explore the range of validity
of the time-evolution equations both analytically and by numerical investigation of a number of specific
examples. We present practical ways of verifying the validity of the use of the positiveP representation and
find that the standard time-evolution equation can become invalid when nonlinear terms~at unit photon
number! are large relative to the damping rate. This is very much larger than is normally the case in nonlinear
optics, except possibly near resonances. We are able to show that when the positiveP representation is invalid,
the boundary terms, normally neglected in an integration by parts, become non-negligible. When numerical
simulations are carried out using the positiveP representation, specific checks given in this paper should be
carried out to verify the compactness of the distribution. In conclusion, we find that~apart from special cases!
this technique of quantum time evolution is typically asymptotically valid in the limit of small nonlinearity,
rather than exact.@S1050-2947~97!01803-9#

PACS number~s!: 42.50.Ct, 42.55.2f, 42.65.2k, 42.50.Ar
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the invention more than thirty years ago of theP
representation by Glauber@1# and Sudarshan@2#, much of
theoretical quantum optics has been dominated by the a
cations of this representation, which mimics, but does
precisely duplicate, the classical equations of electromag
tism. The original Glauber-SudarshanP representation is a
normally ordered operator representation, most suited to s
ations in which the behavior of the electromagnetic field
almost classical. Other well-known phase-space represe
tions include the Wigner@3# ~symmetrically ordered! and
Q @4,5# ~antinormally ordered! representations. The principa
advantage of a normally ordered representation is that
vacuum fluctuations are included in the definition of the re
resentation, and thus a low-temperature situation can be
resented almost classically.

All phase-space representations are simply transcript
of quantum mechanics. Sometimes this transcription yie
simple and possibly illuminating results—for example, t
master equation for a damped harmonic oscillator is tra
formed into a classical Fokker-Planck equation, yielding
interpretation of great utility. Sometimes extra noise appe
as a result of quantum mechanics, but the interpretation
mains qualitatively similar. However, this simple pictu
does not always pertain. There are two major problems to
dealt with: ~i! the Glauber-SudarshanP representation nee
not always yield thepositive P function that is required for
the interpretation of any Fokker-Planck equation that may
derived as a stochastic equation, and~ii ! the Fokker-Planck
equations that are derived may include higher than seco
order derivatives.

We do not consider the second problem here. It typica
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does not occur in normally ordered representations with
types of model nonlinear Hamiltonian that are treated he
In other cases, methods have been derived for determi
under what conditions such higher-order derivatives may
neglected@6#. In general, with normal-ordered represen
tions, these problems are usually restricted to atom
operator Hamiltonians, which have non-Bose commutat
However, even in the pure Bose commutator case, hig
derivative terms create a prevalent difficulty in treating no
linear Hamiltonians with representations that are not n
mally ordered, such as the Wigner orQ representations.

The first problem was solved by Drummond and Gardin
@7# by devising thepositive Prepresentation. This is a gen
eralization of the normally ordered Glauber-SudarshanP
representation, in which an initial~nondiagonal! P function
can always be chosen, which is guaranteed both to exist
to be positive. Provided boundary terms vanish in cert
partial integrations, it was shown that a time-dependent p
tive distribution function could also be chosen to satisfy
Fokker-Planck equation. This occurs in a phase space
has twice the dimension of the classical phase space.
additional dimensions have the simple interpretation t
they allow an expansion of the quantum density matrix w
off-diagonal coherent state terms.

One of the qualities that makes the positiveP representa-
tion so attractive is that it enables the dynamics of a sys
to be explored by numerical simulation ofc-number stochas-
tic differential equations. This allows the full nonlinearitie
to be included in the analysis. All quantum-mechanical sta
can be treated without problem, due to the expanded ph
space. In contrast, other phase-space techniques for ope
representations can rapidly run into problems, for cert
quantum states or master equations.

The Glauber-SudarshanP representation does not nece
sarily exist as a well-behaved positive function~although
Klauder and Sudarshan@8# have shown that it does exist i
terms of extremely singular distributions!. The Wigner func-
tion can be negative for some quantum states, which p

.
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55 3015POSITIVEP REPRESENTATION: APPLICATION AND . . .
cludes a probabilistic interpretation. It also typically leads
Fokker-Planck equations with higher than second-order
rivatives. This situation is not intractable, and in suitab
conditions the higher-order derivatives can be truncated
that it is possible to arrive at stochastic differential equatio
@6#. There can obviously be situations where this truncat
will lead to inaccuracies when compared with the true so
tion. Thus, there have been studies where the positivP
representation equations agree with the exact quantum s
tion, even though the truncated Wigner equations do
@9–11#. Finally, theQ function, although positive and nor
malized, has the disadvantage that not every positiveQ func-
tion corresponds to a positive semidefinite Hermitian den
operator, also the time-evolution equation is usually neit
second order nor positive definite. This means that no
chastic interpretation exists in the phase-space sense, so
numerical stochastic treatments are not generally possib

The positiveP distribution has consequently resulted in
very useful technique in quantum optics@9–38#, with sys-
tems ranging from microdisk lasers@35# to solitons
@16,32,37#. It has, for instance, been extensively used in
study of nonclassical light. Topics include antibunching@27#,
generation of superposition states@28–30#, Bell’s inequali-
ties @26#, and, in particular, the study of squeezin
@11,12,16,18–20,22,24,25,32,33#. There has even been an in
teresting proposal to directly measure the positiveP distri-
bution @36#.

However, simulations of positiveP stochastic equation
have not been widely used as a numerical tool in quan
optics. In 1978, when the ideas were first being develop
Steyn@39# attempted such simulations for the problem o
phase-damped anharmonic oscillator, and found that
practical implementation of the method did have some
merical difficulties. The source was not at that time entir
clear. In due course, other workers investigated various p
lems to which numerical positiveP simulations seemed ap
propriate. It was found that, in practice, once numerical d
ficulties were dealt with there were two problems left
both related to questions of stability@40–46#.

The positiveP equations of motion take place with twic
as many variables as in the Glauber-SudarshanP represen-
tation. In the Glauber-Sudarshan equations, we would ha
complex amplitudea, and its complex conjugatea* . In the
positiveP equations, one has twoindependentcomplex vari-
ablesa anda1. Generally, positiveP equations of motion
can be obtained by the deceptively simple substitut
a*→a1 in the Glauber-Sudarshan stochastic differen
equations, provided the stochastic terms are chosen corre

The dynamical stability in this analytically continue
phase space of doubled dimensions is dramatically diffe
from that of the classical phase space@40–42,45#. For in-
stance, limit cycles are turned into two-dimensional ma
folds with the diffusion spreading the distribution along t
manifold @40,45#. This may eventually cause a problem
since any finite ensemble of points representing a distr
tion will drift apart. This ensemble may then cease to b
sufficiently fine sampling of the underlying distribution
leading to increased numerical errors. This is essential
practical problem and may be amenable to more subtle
merical schemes. For instance, Kinsler, Ferne´e, and Drum-
mond @11# simulate thedifferencebetween their stochasti
e-
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process and an appropriately chosen, exactly soluble,
chastic differential equation with similar diffusion. The di
ference can then be added to the solution of the exact e
tion to give the required quantity.

More seriously, in some cases where the nonlinearity~at
unit photon number! is comparable with the linear deca
rate, the positiveP representation may simply give th
wrong result@43–46#. The issue in this case is the validity o
neglecting the boundary terms in the derivation of the d
namical equations. In all cases where these problems oc
they can be traced to the existence of at least one sing
trajectory in the deterministic dynamics of the extend
phase space. Even if this singularity occurs with zero pr
ability ~as is typically the case!, the distribution in the neigh-
borhood of this singular trajectory may not vanish suf
ciently rapidly at large phase-space radii. This can gene
additional terms that are usually neglected in the partial
tegrations used to derive the dynamical equations.

In all cases of Hamiltonians bilinear in creation and d
struction operators, and linear damping, the boundary
quirements are trivially satisfied. Thus, for example, the l
ear harmonic oscillator has no boundary terms, so that
treatment of damping by the Glauber-SudarshanP represen-
tation can easily be extended to cover any nonclassical q
tum state. Similarly, linear or linearized equations have
boundary problems; and much of the use of the positiveP
representation is in this context@12–27#. Finally, if the
phase-space dynamics can be confined to a bounded m
fold ~as in the parametric oscillator with the driving fie
adiabatically eliminated@9,28–30#!, then the boundary term
may not exist.

We emphasize that when boundary-term problems h
occurred they invariably have occurred in systems wh
nonlinearity parameters were set to values much higher t
those of any known physical system. We can define the
mensionless nonlinearity of a system asg21, whereg rep-
resents the boson occupation number for which the lin
decay rate equals the nonlinear rate of change. The sm
the value ofg the more nonlinear the system, and the low
the dimensionless linear damping. Typically, problems ha
been found for linear damping below a critical value
g.1. Within this parameter regime of high nonlinearity~and
very small photon numbers! there are often other method
such as directly simulating the master equation@47#, that are
very effective. As the nonlinearity of the system is decrea
the positiveP representation can quickly become accur
and computationally superior to other methods@9#.

There are no known problems with the positiveP repre-
sentation in realistic systems, which generally haveg>103.
However, larger nonlinearities leading to smallerg could
well occur in future systems in quantum electronics, due
the drive towards reduced cavity size in many experime
and so clarifying the validity of the positiveP representation
is important.

It is now timely for a definitive statement to be made
the validity of the positiveP representation. This paper wi
give practical guidelines on how to use the positiveP repre-
sentation correctly and reliably. In particular the aim is
provide numerical signatures that herald an unreliable s
tion. To this aim we will concentrate on rather unreasona
high nonlinearities and tiny photon numbers—a regime m
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3016 55A. GILCHRIST, C. W. GARDINER, AND P. D. DRUMMOND
unsuitable for the practical use of the positiveP representa-
tion, but one in which it becomes possible to analyze
origins of unreliable solutions. In Sec. II we present the n
merical signatures. Sections III and IV examine vario
models where the positiveP representation fails and demon
strate the usefulness of the numerical signatures, while
V examines a model where the positiveP gives correct an-
swers but must be treated with care as far as the nume
signatures are concerned. Section VI presents theoretica
guments supporting the use of these signatures. Lastly
Appendix A we give an example of a nonlinear stochas
equation that is analytically tractable, and illustrates the
lationship of the numerical signatures to the large-radius
havior of the corresponding probability distribution.

II. NUMERICAL SIGNATURES
OF BOUNDARY PROBLEMS

We have studied all the models that have appeared in
literature in which the positiveP representation gave a fals
solution @43–46#. These studies of the representation ha
produced a surprising and powerful result—when the eq
tions fail they do so in a recognizable way, giving rise
certain simple numerical signatures that herald the app
ance of finite boundary terms and an unreliable solution.

In the derivation of a positive-P Fokker-Planck equation
from a master equation, it is necessary to discard the bou
ary terms that turn up in the integration by parts. This is
essential part of the whole procedure. If this step is not va
then the dynamics of the Fokker-Planck equation will not
equivalent to that of the quantum system described by
original master equation.

The initial distribution presents no problem, as Drum
mond and Gardiner@7# gave a prescription for writing an
equivalentP function for a given density operator. Provide
the time evolution of the Fokker-Planck equation as given
the stochastic differential equations does not explore
boundary at a large distance then it will continue to ha
solutions equivalent to the solutions from the master eq
tion. The question then becomes: Can the stochastic di
ential equations explore arbitrarily distant regions in ph
space? If this happens, there is a danger that the evolutio
the Fokker-Planck or stochastic equations will give differe
results from the master equation.

In particular, we have found that the following signs i
dicate that boundary terms are likely to have a signific
effect.

~1! The presence of near-singular trajectories, which m
large excursions into regions of phase space wherea and
a1 are far from being complex conjugate. In particular, t
time of the earliest such trajectory in a large ensemble
good indicator of when the solution develops significa
boundary terms. It has been a common practice to rem
these trajectories from ensemble averaging@40,48,49#, al-
though such a procedure in no way solves the probl
These trajectories~or ‘‘spikes’’! give one of the first warning
signs to pick up. However, care must be taken that traje
ries of this type are not just numerical artifacts due to u
stable integration algorithms. In our simulations, we u
stable implicit algorithms that are strongly convergent in
stochastic sense. This allows each trajectory to be checke
e
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ensure that it has converged in the limit of small step siz
~2! Another readily monitored warning sign is a sudd

increase in the statistical error due to the finite ensemble s
This is useful because, in conjunction with the onset of sp
ing, there is also a substantially greater variance in any
erage over the distribution. However, as in the previous s
nature, this indicator can be misleading, due to its qualita
nature.

~3! If the previous two indicators are present then w
recommend a quantitative exploration of the behavior of
distribution at large radius. If the large radius tails of t
distribution fall off as a power law—for example
P(ua1au).ua1au2n—then, ifn is too small, there will cer-
tainly be significant boundary terms. The value ofn that can
be considered large enough will depend on the problem
ing simulated.

~4! Finally, an increase of the linear damping rate in t
model being considered will tend to restrict the large exc
sions of trajectories. In effect, there is a barrier that has to
surmounted by the diffusion. Since this serves to restrict
trajectories to a bounded domain then boundary-term pr
lems should cease as the linear damping rate is increase

If all these signatures occur simultaneously, it is high
likely that boundary terms are becoming significant. Th
means the solutions given by the stochastic equations ar
longer equivalent to the solutions of the master equation

We now examine several models where the positiveP
method yields an incorrect solution and in each model
present the various numerical indices described above
gether with any analytical work possible.

III. THE SINGLE-MODE LASER

In a recent publication Schack and Schenzle@46# claimed
that for the positiveP model of the single-mode laser, th
vacuum initial condition, when represented by

P~a,a1,t50!5d~a!d~a1!, ~3.1!

gives the correct results depicted in Fig. 1 curve (f ), but that
the choice of initial distribution corresponding to that give
by Drummond and Gardiner@7#,

FIG. 1. Mean photon number for the single-mode laser star
from ‘‘equivalent’’ initial Gaussian distributions: variance~a!
s251, ~b! s250.8, ~c! s250.6, ~d! s250.4, ~e! s250.2, and~f!
s250.
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P~a,a1,t50!5
1

4p2 expS 2
ua2a1u2

4 D
3 K a1a1

2 U0L K 0U a1a1

2 L
5

1

4p2 expH 2
1

2
~ uãu21uã1u2!J ~3.2!

gave different results, depicted in curve (a) of Fig. 1. This
choice is of interest because any quantum state can be
resented in this form, even though there are often sim
choices available in any particular case—such as the vac
state, which also has a delta-function representation. We
show that Schack and Schenzle did not treat this distribu
consistently, and that their anomaly does not occur for
practical values of parameters. In other words, even
model itself is questionable when using their approxim
laser equation, with parameters that result in the ab
anomaly. Nevertheless, we can draw some interesting
clusions from their work.

We start from theunscaledFokker-Planck equation fo
the single mode laser@50#,

]P~a,a1!

]t
5H ]

]a FkaS 12
C

11a1a/n0
D G

1
]

]a1 Fka1S 12
C

11a1a/n0
D G

1F2kn1N~11d̄!
g2

ḡ
G ]2

]a]a1 J P~a,a1!,

~3.3!

whereN is the number of atoms,C is the cooperativity pa-
rameter, which determines the behavior of the laser, andn0
is the saturation photon number.ḡ, d̄, andg are parameters
It is important to note that in the derivation of this equati
several assumptions were made and hence the equation
not correspond exactly to a master equation. Despite this
mechanism by which the positiveP representation break
down here appears to be generic.

Now, in order to simplify Eq.~3.3! we introduce the
scaledquantitiesg̃, ñ0, ã, andq̃ defined by

g5g̃/AN, ~3.4a!

n05ñ0N5ḡ 2N/~2g̃ 2!, ~3.4b!

a5ãAN, ~3.4c!

q̃5@kn/N1g̃ 2~11d̄!/~2ḡN !#. ~3.4d!

Finally, since for the validity of the choice of the form o
q̃ it was assumed thatã1ã!ñ0, we can again make use o
this assumption to invoke a binomial expansion to first or
to arrive at the rotating-wave van der Pol laser equation
p-
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]P~ ã,ã1!

]t
5H 2

]

]ã Fk~C21!ã2
kCã1ã 2

ñ0
G

2
]

]ã1 Fk~C21!ã12
kCã12ã

ñ0
G

12q̃
]2

]ã]ã1 J P~ ã,ã1!. ~3.5!

From this we can write the Ito stochastic differential equ
tions @51#

dã5~eã2ã1ã 2!dt1AQ̃dW, ~3.6a!

dã15~eã12ã12ã !dt1AQ̃dW* , ~3.6b!

where time has been scaled by settingdt5dt ñ0 /kC with
q̃5Q̃kC/ñ0 and e5ñ0(C21)/C. The noise dW5dW1
1 idW2 and^dW* dW&52dt. Equations~3.6! are the equa-
tions as used by Schack and Schenzle@46#.

The initial condition in thescaledvariables~3.4! is

P~ ã,ã1,t50!5
N 2

4p2 expH 2
N
2

~ uãu21uã1u2!J , ~3.7!

whose variance iss251/N 2, which in any practical case is
very small. The effect of this scaling was omitted by Scha
and Schenzle, so that their conclusions, while interesting
not invalidate the choice of Eq.~3.2! as an initial distribu-
tion. In fact as the variance of the initial distribution as us
by Schack and Schenzle is reduced, the results becom
distinguishable from those obtained from an initial delta d
tribution as shown in Fig.~1!. One could argue that the lase
model could also be applied in the critical region near thre
old, which would give a larger value for the initial varianc
This is possible, but is accompanied by a great increas
the noise parameter; see Appendix B. This increased n
was also omitted by Schack and Schenzle.

The initial vacuum state can, however, be represented
Gaussian distributions of arbitrary variance@7#, so the con-
clusions of Schack and Schenzle are worthy of study, es
cially as we shall see that they illuminate the general mec
nism of the breakdown of the positiveP simulations.

A. Analytic treatment via the deterministic equation

In this section we will demonstrate that the mechani
for the breakdown of the positiveP simulations exists even
in the deterministic equations alone. To show this we c
centrate on the closed equation for the photon number@52#
Ñ5ã1ã,

dÑ522~Ñ2a!~Ñ2b!dt12AQ̃ÑdW, ~3.8!

where dW is now a real Wiener increment, with
^dW2&5dt. In the Stratonovich form of the equation,a and
b are given by

b

aJ 5
e

2
6AS e

2D
2

1
Q̃

2
. ~3.9!
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3018 55A. GILCHRIST, C. W. GARDINER, AND P. D. DRUMMOND
We use the Stratonovich form of the equations since thi
the most natural form in which to implement them in a n
merical algorithm.

The deterministic part of Eq.~3.8! contains the essence o
the problem. An equation of the form

dÑ

dt
52j~Ñ2a!~Ñ2b! ~3.10!

has two critical points, one ata and the other atb. Linear-
izing about these points will show them to be a simple
pellor ~we shall label this asa) and a simple attractor~la-
beledb). Each point has two eigenvalues of equal magnitu
but opposite sign@7j(a2b), respectively# with orthogonal
eigenvectors each parallel to a coordinate axis.

The effect of the nonlinearity is to wrap the trajectori
around from the repellor to the attractor; see Fig. 2. Ther
a single trajectory froma ~the repellor!, which escapes to
2`, before returning from1` to b. Since a crucial assump
tion in the derivation of the positiveP representation was
that the current at infinity was zero, this trajectory plays
critical role in the validity of the solutions.

The solution of Eq. ~3.10! with initial condition
Ñ(t50)5n is @52#

Ñ~ t,n!5a1
~b2a!~n2a!

n~12elt!1belt2a
, ~3.11!

wherel5j(b2a). The solution clearly has a singularity a
a function ofn at

n5
a2be2lt

12e2lt . ~3.12!

This singularity starts off at negative infinity and mov
along the negative real axis reaching the critical pointa at
t5`. The singularity will not affect the solution given a
initial distribution that does not contain any pointx on the
real axis atx<a.

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the phase space of the
terministic part of the laser equation. Of particular importan
there is a single trajectory froma that escapes to2`, before re-
turning from1` to b.
is
-

-

e

is

e

The Gaussian initial condition can be thought of as
appropriately weighted sum of concentric rings of radiusr .
The average photon number, averaged over a ring^Ñ(t)& r is
given by @52#

^Ñ~ t !& r5
1

2p i RCr
dn

n
Ñ~ t,n!, ~3.13!

where the contour of the integralCr is over the circle
unu5r . As long asÑ(t,n) is analytic inn insideCr we can
use contour integration to get

^Ñ~ t !& r5Ñ~ t,0!. ~3.14!

Thus the mean value will be the solution for the determin
tic equation with the vacuum initial condition. Howeve
Ñ(t,n) doeshave a singularity@Eq. ~3.12!#, and this will hit
a circle of radiusr at the pointn52r , at the time

te5
1

l
lnU r1a

r1b U ~3.15!

@at the same time we find the solution for the initial conditi
Ñ(t,2r ) escapes to infinity#. Taking into account that the
singularity is now within the contour, we can evaluate t
contour integral to get the discontinuous solution

^Ñ~ t !& r5Ñ~ t,n50!1H 0, t,te

G~ t !, t.te ,
~3.16!

where

G~ t !5
elt~a2b!2

~12elt!~aelt2b!
. ~3.17!

In summary, the initial distribution evolves so that at t
time te it passes through a point at infinity. At this time it
no longer valid to drop the boundary terms. Prior to this tim
the boundary terms are necessarily negligible since the
tribution is bounded. Hence the solution of the positiveP
representation is correct up to the timete and is incorrect
thereafter. Only one trajectory~set of measure zero! actually
escapes to infinity and in practice this trajectory never
pears in simulation. Omitting spiking trajectories from th
simulation results clearly will not help since it is the dynam
ics that are at fault. We expect problems to appear at
earliest time a deterministic trajectorycan escape. Nearby
trajectories to the trajectory that actually escapes will give
indication of the time the distribution results break down.

B. Full stochastic case

Consider now a small stochastic influence—this will d
tort the circle so that we would expect to see a broadenin
the jump in the mean, since in each of the instances avera
over, the jumps occur at slightly different times. The mo
noise present the more broadened the discontinuity. This
have the effect of ‘‘washing out’’ the precise time at whic
the solution jumps. We have solved Eqs.~3.8! with trajecto-
ries starting from a randomly chosen point along a cir
centered at the origin. Although large excursions into ‘‘u
physical’’ regions of phase space~spikes! were present in the

e-
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55 3019POSITIVEP REPRESENTATION: APPLICATION AND . . .
simulations none actually escaped to infinity; rather, th
looped around and back towards the attractor. In Fig. 3
compare this full stochastic case with the results of the a
lytic treatment of the previous section, and find that the d
continuity in the average photon number is still present a
occurs approximately at the timete . The results for trajecto-
ries starting from an initial Gaussian will be reproduced
summing over the results for various rings, each with
appropriate weighting.

There is then no doubt that the reason for the failure of
broad Gaussian initial distribution is that there is a signific
component of points on rings larger than the critical radi
so that boundary terms are no longer negligible after
time te .

C. Numerical signatures

In this section we demonstrate the presence of nume
signatures that signal the breakdown of the simulation.
have found that the presence of spikes, an increase in
variance, and the radial distribution taking on a power-l
form (P;uÑu2n) herald a breakdown of the positiveP rep-
resentation.

1. Presence of spikes

Starting from an initial ring distribution the stochastic tr
jectories will occasionally make large excursions into
gions of phase space near the unstable manifold, tha
spikes will occur. The definition of a spike is necessar
qualitative in that the degree to which a trajectory make
‘‘large excursion’’ is an arbitrary amount. Here and in th
rest of the paper we will generally require that a spike b
trajectory that makes an excursion several times larger
the initial and the steady-state values, and in a direction
wards the trajectory that escapes to infinity in the determ
istic equations.

We have found that theearliestof these spikes correlate
well with the analytically calculated timete based purely on
the deterministic equation. In Fig. 4 a ‘‘large excursion’’ was

FIG. 3. Comparison of analytic treatment for the determinis
equation with the simulation of the stochastic equation~3.8! for the
laser. Curve~a!, mean photon number with an initial delta distrib
tion centered at the origin; curve~b! ~dashed line!, analytic curve
from Eq. ~3.16!, and curve~c!, mean photon number for 500 tra
jectories from an initial 1000 points distributed on a circ
Dt5531023. Curves (b) and (c) are both for an initial circle of
radius 2. Parameters:e51 andQ̃50.25.
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defined by Re(Ñ)<220; as can be seen this closely trac
the theoretical curve. These numerically obtained times t
provide a reliable estimate ofte .

2. Increase in the statistical error

Given the presence of these large excursions into ph
space it is natural to expect an increase in the variance o
distribution. Monitoring the statistical error can be achiev
with little outlay in computation. An increase in the statis
cal error of the distribution can help indicate the presence
spiking trajectories. Of course, if a distribution develops
power-law tail~next section! then an increase in the statist
cal error will be a natural consequence.

Starting from an initial distribution on a ring we mon
tored the mean photon number and the variance~Fig. 5! and
found that the variance indeed does increase dramatical
the time of the discontinuity in the deterministic equati
(te) .

3. Development of a power-law tail

In order to give a more precise description of what
happening, it is useful to investigate the probability distrib

FIG. 4. Laser equation with initial ring distributions of differen
radii r5uNu. Plotted is the earliest out of 40 trajectories to satis
Re(Ñ)<220 ~dots! againstr . These trajectories correlate well wit
the time te in Eq. ~3.16! ~dashed line!. Simulation parameters
Dt51023, e51, andQ̃50.25.

FIG. 5. The variance of the photon number for the laser~dashed
line! increases dramatically at the timete when the mean photon
number also undergoes a large change~solid line!. There were 3000
trajectories from an initial ring distribution of radiusr50.8. Simu-
lation parametersDt51023, e51, andQ̃50.25.
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3020 55A. GILCHRIST, C. W. GARDINER, AND P. D. DRUMMOND
tions of points being simulated. In particular, the behavior
the tails of the distribution with time can be explored
binning the trajectories into a set of concentric bins w
uÑu. Over a sufficient number of trajectories this will give a
estimate of the probability of a trajectory reaching a cert
radius. If the distribution falls off exponentially~or faster!
with the radius in phase space then there will certainly be
problems with boundary terms. However, if the distributi
falls off as a power law then boundary terms may prese
problem unless the power is sufficiently high.

Figure 6 suggests that the tail end of the distribution
the laser begins to fall off as a power law at the same t
te that the onset of spiking was observed. The value of
power is aboutuÑu23, which is the value expected from a
analysis of the equations~see Sec. IV A for more details!.

The appearance of a power-law tail at the timete can be
expected to invalidate the partial integration required to
rive the Fokker-Planck equation from a master equati
From this we can conclude that the solution givenafter the
time te is not a valid solution to the master equation with t
given initial condition. The power-law tail quickly disap
pears after this time. We surmise that the solution afterte is
correct for a distributionstarting from the distribution
achieved after the timete , but not for the initial distribution
at the timet50.

Hence the positiveP representation remains valid up un
the time when the boundary terms become significant,
there is ample evidence in the numerical work to identify t
time independently of analytical treatment.

We conclude then that Schack and Schenzle used an
reasonably broad initial distribution, by confusing the use
scaled with unscaled variables. In doing so, the dynamic
the equation was affected by the presence of a trajectory
could escape to infinity in the deterministic phase space. T
singularity is intimately related to the presence of bound

FIG. 6. Locations of trajectories for the laser binned accord
to their radii (r5uÑu) at specific instances in time. Dividing by th
total number of trajectories (53105) yields an estimate for the
probability. This figure shows the behavior of the tails of the pro
ability distribution. A power-law distribution will be a straight lin
~indicated by the data at the timete with a value of aboutr

23). The
time arrowed is the timete described in the text. Simulation param
eters:Dt51023, e51, andQ̃50.25. Trajectories started from a
initial ring distribution of radiusr50.8. Note that the graph has
‘‘false bottom’’ at the level of a single trajectory.
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terms, so that the derivation of their Fokker-Planck equat
was not valid in this limit. With the correct initial distribu
tion, and a reasonable choice of scaling parameter, the p
lem is nonexistent. This should not be taken as an argum
that boundary term corrections do not exist. In fact, the
tremely unphysical conditions used by these authors hav
useful role in illustrating potential limitations of positiveP
simulations. However, any small corrections from this sou
will be completely negligible compared to those due to t
standard truncations already introduced, for typical laser
rameters.

IV. THE DRIVEN ONE- AND TWO-PHOTON ABSORBER

The model we consider in this section is a cavity that
driven by coherent radiation and damped by one- and t
photon losses to a zero-temperature bath. It is also poss
to arrive at the same equations by considering seco
harmonic generation with the harmonic mode adiabatica
eliminated, as was considered in Ref.@45#. We will demon-
strate that the breakdown of the positiveP representation in
this model has the same mechanism as uncovered in the
vious section. Not surprisingly, all the numerical indicato
previously discussed will also be present at low dampi
with the addition of a definite power-law signature, indica
ing a radial dependence of the distribution that goes to z
only as a power law of the radius. This can be attributed
the presence of an isolated singular trajectory in the de
ministic dynamical equations.

Following standard techniques, this system can be
scribed by the master equation

]r

]t
5@Ea†2E* a,r#1k1~2ara†2a†ar2ra†a!

1
k2

2
~2a2ra†22a†2a2r2ra†2a2!, ~4.1!

wherek1 is the rate of one photon loss andk2 is the rate of
two photon loss. We now introduce a scaled version of t
equation with time scaled byk2 and hence t5k2t,
g52k1 /k2, ande5E/k2 (k2Þ0). This helps to clarify the
dynamics, and introduces a dimensionless parameteg,
which describes the degree of nonlinearity involved. T
damping is entirely nonlinear wheng50 and the proportion
of linear damping increases asg increases. Hence we hav
chosen to emphasize the nonlinearity in the equations

]r

]t
5@ea†2e* a,r#1

g

2
~2ara†2a†ar2ra†a!

1
1

2
~2a2ra†22a†2a2r2ra†2a2!. ~4.2!

Applying the positiveP procedure and discarding th
boundary terms, results in the Fokker-Planck equation

g
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]P~a,a1!

]t
5H 2

]

]a S e2
g

2
a2a2a1D

2
]

]a1 S e*2
g

2
a12a12a D

2
1

2 F ]2

]a2a
21

]2

]a12a12G J P~a,a1!, ~4.3!

which in turn is equivalent to the Ito stochastic different
equations

da5~e2 1
2 ga2a2a1!dt1 iadW1 , ~4.4a!

da15~e*2 1
2 ga12a12a!dt1 ia1dW2 , ~4.4b!

wheredW1 anddW2 are independent Wiener increments.
It is easier to study these equations in the various lim

corresponding to the models that have previously appe
in the literature, namely, the damped nonlinear absorber
the driven nonlinear absorber@43–46,52#. We will first focus
on the damped nonlinear absorber, without a driving term

A. The damped nonlinear absorber

This model demonstrates that the positiveP representa-
tion can yield incorrect results that are not due to the num
cal algorithms, but intrinsic in the method itself@43#. With
e50 in Eq.~4.4! we arrive at the damped nonlinear absorb
treated in@43–45,52#. This model is best treated numerical
using the equations for the photon number,N5a1a. We
choose to use the Stratonovich calculus here for the
numerical accuracy, and obtain the resulting Stratonov
stochastic equation, where time has been scaled to remo
factor of 2, witht5t8/2 and^dW82&5dt8:

dN52NSN2
12g

2 Ddt81 iNdW8. ~4.5!

Equation~4.5! is known to produce the wrong steady sta
for g<1, and the correct steady state but with some trans
differences for 1,g&2 @43,44,52#. In fact, the positiveP

FIG. 7. Comparing the master equation solution against
positiveP solution for the damped nonlinear absorber withg50.
Curve ~a! the mean value of Re(N) using the positiveP represen-
tation; curve~b! the master equation solution calculated in a tru
cated number state basis.
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representation will initially give accurate results but will
some time during the simulation depart from the correct
swer as in Fig. 7. We have labeled the approximate time
this departure aste ~note that in this sectionte is a numeri-
cally estimated time, defined as the time the positiveP so-
lution becomes distinct from the master equation solution!.

The steady state of the positiveP solution for N with
g<1 is ^N&ss5(12g)/2. It falls linearly, asg goes from 0
to 1, from ^N&ss50.5 to ^N&ss50. Forg.1 the steady state
is always zero. The solution of the master equation on
other hand always decays to zero withg.0—all the photons
eventually leak out. Withg50 the initial coherent state ca
be considered a superposition of even and odd photon n
ber states; the even number states decay to zero, the
decay to one. The steady state of the master equation
g50 is the weighted average between zero and one, of
original even and odd number states, respectively. In s
mary, the difference between the positiveP and master equa
tion solutions in the steady state will disappear linearly
g is increased with apparent equality being achieved
g>1. There is also a transient difference, but this is sm
and also disappears for values ofg not much larger than one
see Fig.~8!—this is consistent with the work of Smith an
Gardiner @43#, who found that a positiveP representation

e

-

FIG. 8. Some transient differences between positiveP solution
and the master equation for the damped nonlinear absorber~a!
g51.1,~b! g51.2,~c! g51.3,~d! g51.5, and~e! g51.7. Clearly,
as the amount of linear damping is increased both treatments y
the same result. PositiveP simulation parameters:Dt50.005,
53105 trajectories with initial condition 0.5.

FIG. 9. Behavior of the critical points of the deterministic pa
of the stochastic differential equation for the damped nonlinear
sorber. The position and stability of the fixed points are determi
by the parameterg: ~a! g.1 and~b! g,1.
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FIG. 10. Damped nonlinear absorber showing a comparison between the time at which the positiveP solution starts to deviate
significantly from the master equation solution~joined dots! and the earliest spike time out of a set of 10 000 spikes~crosses!. A spike was
defined as the trajectory that reached Re(N)<22. For eachg the initial distribution was a delta distribution centered at (12g)/2. The error
bars are due to the difficulty in estimating the time at which the two methods began to differ in the data asg approached 1.
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gave correct results for stationary and time-dependent s
tions forg>2.

This behavior, of achieving the wrong steady state dep
dent ong, can be understood by examining the determinis
equation alone. The form of the deterministic equation is
same as Eq.~3.10! treated in the previous section, so w
expect that the unbounded trajectory from the repellor w
play an important role. Though here we are simply dropp
the noise terms in order to allow some analytical insigh
Appendix A presents a modification of Eq.~4.5!, which is
entirely treatable analytically.

Clearly, the position and stability of the two critical poin
in phase space for the model depend on the value ofg. The
position of the critical points in turn affects the likelihood
the distribution reaching the unbounded trajectory from
repellora. There are two principal situations to consider~re-
fer also to Fig. 9!.

~1! g.1. In the phase space,a ~the repellor! lies on the
negative real axis at (12g)/2 andb ~the attractor! is at the
origin. Again, there is a single deterministic trajectory~of
measure zero! that can escape to2` from a along the nega-
tive real axis. For a trajectory to have a reasonable proba
ity of escape to infinity, either the initial distribution has
be broad enough to encompass the negative real axis be
a, or the noise must broaden the distribution to that exte
The deterministic flow of the equations, on the other ha
opposes this motion and condenses the distribution onto
u-

n-
c
e

ll
g
,

e

il-

nd
t.
,
he

attractorb. The noise atb vanishes since it is located at th
origin, so that once the distribution is in the neighborhood
b the diffusion is suppressed. Increasing the value ofg puts
the repellor further and further away. Hence provided
initial distribution is narrow enough that it does not enco
pass the unbounded trajectory froma there will be very little
probability of the distribution exploring that region in pha
space. Hence the positiveP representation gives increasing
better results for higherg ~corresponding to more linear ab
sorption!. The boundary term is exponentially suppressed
the largeg limit, due to the existence of an increasingly larg
potential barrier ata. Since the noise term is pure imagina
and can by itself only change the phase ofN, not its magni-
tude, then for anyg.1 there exists a region including th
origin such that initial ensembles chosen in that region
never leave it, and hence the results are exact. For exam
the regionuNu,1 is appropriate forg>3.

~2! g,1. The repellora is now at the origin and the
attractorb lies on the positive real axis at (12g)/2. The
noise atb no longer vanishes, so as the distribution co
denses in the neighborhood ofb it still experiences some
diffusion. There is then a significant chance of escaping
negative infinity by the process of activated escape ove
~low! barrier. Hence it is not surprising that the positiveP
simulation gives an incorrect result, as the tail of the dis
bution extending toN52` is not suppressed in this case
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We now analyze this problem according to the numeric
signatures used earlier.

1. Presence of spikes

The time at which the positiveP solution deviates signifi-
cantly from the master equation solution is again strong
correlated with the observation of the onset of spiking.
Fig. 10 we compare the positiveP solution with the master
equation solution. The initial distribution was a delta distr
bution centered on the attractorb. For each value ofg we
collected 10 000 spikes@defined as a trajectory with
Re(N)<22#. The first of these spikes to occur in time i
plotted together with the estimated timete . We estimatete
graphically from a plot of the positiveP solutions superim-
posed on the master equation solution. As can be seen
earliest spike provides accurate warning of the existence
boundary terms, making the positiveP method invalid in this
case.

2. Increase in the statistical error

Monitoring the statistical error in a simulation produce
Fig. 11. The timete has been indicated on the plot. Th
trajectories that took large excursions in the simulatio
clearly left their mark in the statistical error of the ensembl

3. Development of a power-law tail

Since the previous two signatures are present it is prud
to directly explore the nature of the tails of the distribution
Simply by binning trajectories into concentric rings, we ca
explore for a power-law tail. From Ref.@43# we expect that
since in the inverse variables,v51/N, the distribution in
phase space at the origin is a smoothly varying function, th
space at the origin is a smoothly varying function, then, wi
r5uNu,

P~r !5
1

r
P~v !udv/dNu.1/r 3. ~4.6!

Figure 12 indeed demonstrates such a power-law tail d

FIG. 11. Standard error in the mean photon number plott
against time for the damped nonlinear absorber. Parametersg50
with an initial delta distribution atN50.5. The arrowed time is
when the positiveP solution starts to deviate significantly from the
master equation solution. The variances in the real and in the ima
nary parts are shown.
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veloping at the timete .
A distribution with a power-law tail will invalidate the

neglect of the boundary terms, and hence the Fokker-Pla
equation cannot be guaranteed to give the same result a
master equation.

Again, in conclusion, the positiveP representation yields
correct solutions provided that the dynamics do not expl
the region near the unstable deterministic trajectory. T
situation will occur for values ofg much greater than 1. We
note that in experimental two-photon absorbers, values og
of order 10621010 might be regarded as being typical
current practice, although there appears to be no fundame
reason for this.

B. Driven nonlinear absorber „g50…

Another limit in which Eqs.~4.4! have been presented a
a failure of the positiveP representation is when the dam
ing in entirely nonlinear and a coherent driving term is a
included @46#; this can be seen in Fig. 13. That this mod
should fail is of no surprise since with no driving it is mere
the same model discussed in the previous section with
most extreme parameter choice—g50. The effect of the
driving will then enhance the tendency of trajectories to e
plore the region of phase space near the unbounded d
ministic trajectory, leading to a worse situation.

Takingg50 andeÞ0 in Eqs.~4.4! leads to~in the Stra-
tonovich form!

da5~e1 1
2 a2a2a1!dt1 iadW1 , ~4.7a!

da15~e*1 1
2 a12a12a!dt1 ia1dW2 . ~4.7b!

dW1 anddW2 are independent Wiener processes.

1. Presence of spikes

Again, the conjecture that the earliest spike observed
good measure of when the positiveP solution begins to fail
is borne out by simulation—see Fig. 14.

d

i-

FIG. 12. Locations of trajectories for the damped nonlinear
sorber binned according to their radii (r5uNu) at specific instances
in time. The data indicate a power-law tail developing after a c
tain time of the formr23. The time arrowed is when the positiv
P and master equation solutions forN start to deviate significantly
from each other.g50.4 and 13106 trajectories were used from a
initial condition of 0.3.
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3024 55A. GILCHRIST, C. W. GARDINER, AND P. D. DRUMMOND
2. Increase in the statistical error

In Fig. 15 the standard error in the mean values show
significant jump following the time the positiveP solution
begins to depart from the master equation~time te).

3. Development of a power-law tail

Examining the shape of the tails of the distribution in th

variableR5Auau21ua1u2 again reveals that a power law
develops at the timete ; see Fig. 16.

4. Increasing the linear damping

By allowing some linear dampingg.0 we can regain a
more physical model. Here we start to explore the full set
equations~4.4!. It is easy to show that the difference betwee
the positiveP representation solution and the master equ
tion solution rapidly vanishes asg increases as depicted in
Fig. 17.

FIG. 13. Comparison between the master equation solution
the positiveP representation solution for the driven nonlinear a
sorber.~a! The positiveP simulation with 10 000 trajectories with
the origin as initial condition and~b! direct simulation of the master
equation in a truncated number state basis. Parameter:e50.05.

FIG. 14. Comparison of the time at which the positiveP simu-
lation ~of the photon number! significantly departs from the maste
equation solution with the time of the earliest detected spike in
driven nonlinear absorber. The joined dots are when the two me
ods deviate by more than 0.01 unit~in photon number!; the crosses
are the earliest times a trajectory reaches Re(N)<22 out of an
ensemble of 10 000.
a

f

-

In this case, as in the previous section, the positiveP
representation gives accurate results initially but bre
down after a well-defined time, which can be determin
numerically. As previously, the boundary term problem a
pears restricted to cases of very small linear damping
low photon numbers.

V. THE ANHARMONIC OSCILLATOR

The damped anharmonic oscillator has received some
tention in the past, either as a model of molecular vibratio
or as a theory of a driven nonlinear Fabry-Pe´rot interferom-
eter @53#. In this section, we only deal with the exact
soluble case of a damped anharmonic oscillator without
ternal driving. Although this is a trivial example, it is th
simplest possible physical problem with nonlinearity a
damping present. We find that the positiveP representation
gives reliable results for this model. Numerically thoug

nd
-

e
h-

FIG. 15. A sudden increase in the standard error of the m
photon number occurs at the same time at which the positivP
solution departs from the master equation solution~arrowed!. Pa-
rameter:e50.05. The variance in the real and in the imagina
parts is shown.

FIG. 16. In the driven nonlinear absorber the radial position o
trajectory was accumulated at various times over 200 000 runs.
logarithm orR is plotted against the logarithm ofP, the probability
of arriving at a certain radius. A straight line indicates a power la
After the timete the tails have a power-law structure, in the ran
R25–R26. Note that, sinceR.r 2, this is similar to the earlier
cases. The initial condition was the origin ande50.05.
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55 3025POSITIVEP REPRESENTATION: APPLICATION AND . . .
there are practical difficulties to be surmounted and ca
must be taken in interpreting the numerical signatures.

In the interaction picture and under the Markov-Born ap
proximations we start from the following master equation fo
the reduced density operator:

]r

]t
5k1~2ara†2a†ar2ra†a!2

i

2
k2@a

†2a2,r#. ~5.1!

Again, scale time byk2 and so introducet5k2t,
g52k1 /k2 (k2Þ0) to get

]r

]t
5

g

2
~2ara†2a†ar2ra†a!2

i

2
@a†2a2,r#. ~5.2!

This equation is easily solved for photon number with th
result

d^a†a&
dt

5 Tr$a†ar%52g^a†a&. ~5.3!

The usual assumption of vanishing boundary terms in th
positiveP representation time evolution yields the Fokker
Planck equation

]P

]t
5H 2

]

]a S 2
g

2
a2 ia1a2D2

]

]a1 S 2
g

2
a11 iaa12D

1
1

2 F ]2

]a2 ~2 ia2!1
]2

]a12 ~ ia12!G J P. ~5.4!

This Fokker-Planck equation is then equivalent to the It
stochastic differential equations

da5S 2
g

2
a2 ia2a1Ddt1A2 iadW1 , ~5.5a!

da15S 2
g

2
a11 ia12a Ddt1Aia1dW2 , ~5.5b!

FIG. 17. Maximum difference between positiveP simulation
and the master equation solution of the photon number~to the near-
est 0.01! plotted againstg. This plot shows that as the linear damp-
ing is increased in the driven nonlinear absorber the positiveP
solution and master equation solution converge. Forg.1.1 there
was no detectable difference.
e
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e

o

wheredWi are real Gaussian stochastic processes satisf
^dWidWj&5dtd i , j .

From Eqs.~5.5! we can write a single stochastic differen
tial equation in the variableN5a1a,

dN52gNdt1N~A2 idW11AidW2!. ~5.6!

As all stochastic variables in an Ito stochastic different
equation are uncorrelated with the noise terms at the s
time, the stochastic mean value ofN must follow the equa-
tion

d^N&52g^N&dt. ~5.7!

Hence, the exact master equation solution is clearly rec
ered for the photon number.

An interesting observation is that while Eq.~5.6! has
noise terms and hence diffusion in the phase space,
equivalent equation~5.7! does not. This can lead to prob
lems, since at some stage the diffusive spreading of the
tribution may be great enough to cause the statistical er
to become significant in a simulation.

In order to treat this, consider the new stochastic varia
M5uNu2. This has no corresponding physical observable~it
is not an analytic function ofN), butA^M & gives a measure
of the mean distribution radius inN space. Following the
usual Ito rules for products of stochastic variables,^M & sat-
isfies the equation

d^M &52~12g!^M &dt. ~5.8!

We see here an indication of difficulties that can occur
stochastic simulations, even when there is a complete th
retical equivalence of the Fokker-Planck and master eq
tions. If g,1, then the mean distribution radius grows
time. This has no effect on ensemble averages for infin
ensembles, but clearly can give rise to increased samp
errors at long times, for the finite samples used in numer
simulations. In fact, it is easy to show that all moments of
distribution in N remain finite if initially finite. Thus, the
distribution is at least exponentially bounded, and hence
no boundary terms. This is compatible with the fact that
stochastic equations give exactly identical results to the m
ter equation, as expected.

However, each radial moment has a critical damping,
low which it exhibits steady growth in time. This is an ind
cation of increased sampling error at low damping and lo
times, even though the mean values remain correct, as sh
in Fig. 18.

A. Numerical signatures

Even though there are no boundary terms in these eq
tions, we include here an analysis of the numerical signatu
that can indicate boundary terms, as a cautionary tale. As
see, it is possible for the simplest numerical signatures
apparently indicate boundary terms, even when they do
exist. A careful quantitative treatment shows that, as
pected, boundary terms are not present. Despite this,
growth of sampling error with time~for small or zero linear
damping! can mimic the effect of boundary terms.
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1. Presence of spikes

For this model a ‘‘spike’’ was arbitrarily defined as
trajectory that explored the phase space outside the ra
uNu.50. Trajectories of this sort were observed early in
simulation—with no apparent lower bound on the fi
‘‘spike’’ time, for large samples. We emphasize that these
not originate from the presence of a deterministic unsta
trajectory. Instead, they are simply due to the dynamics
the multiplicative stochastic process involved here. Ho
ever, in this case the large radius trajectories belong t
distribution that is sufficiently well bounded to give rise
exact results, without boundary terms.

2. Increase in the statistical error

As can be seen in Fig. 19, the quantity^uNu2& increases in
keeping with the predictions from the analytic equatio
There is no threshold time for this to take place, since i
due to a diffusive process.

3. Development of a power-law tail

Because of the diffusive spreading, foranygiven distance
scale there is a characteristic time after which the tails of
radial distribution can take on the character of a power la
On larger distance scales, exponentially bounded tails

FIG. 18. Anharmonic oscillator: the result of a simulation
Eqs.~5.6! with 50 000 trajectories with a coherent state having o
photon initially in the cavity~solid line!. The numerical parameter
are Dt50.01 andg50.4. Analytic solution given by Eq.~5.7!
~dashed line!.

FIG. 19. Mean value ofuNu2 ~solid line! for 50 000 trajectories
together with the solution to Eq.~5.8! ~dashed line!. The numerical
parameters areDt50.01 andg50.4.
ius
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recovered. However, it becomes increasingly difficult to n
merically explore the nature of the tails at larger and lar
r5uNu—because trajectories reaching larger become rarer.
Nevertheless, there is nosuddenappearance of a power-law
tail. A careful examination reveals that the distribution a
ways falls off faster than a power law at large radius, as
Fig. 20.

4. Increasing the linear damping

Finally as the amount of linear damping is increased,
numerically difficult quantum features in the simulatio
gradually disappear. That is, ‘‘spiking’’ is no longer ob
served, the statistical error stays small, and the distribu
tails are reduced.

In conclusion, the positiveP representation is useful in
this nonlinear example, although the efficiency~in terms of
computing time to obtain the required sampling error! is
greatest at levels of reasonable linear damping. This can
checked by the absence of the numerical signatures
cussed, even though there is no question of boundary te
in this case. It is useful to compare this situation with t
more traditional representations. None of these has stoch
equations. TheP andQ representations have non-positiv
definite Fokker-Planck equations, while the Wigner equat
is of third order, which automatically prevents any stochas
interpretation of the propagator. By comparison, an ex
stochastic simulation is numerically possible, witho
boundary-term corrections, using the positiveP representa-
tion. While this example is a somewhat trivial one, the sa
principles apply to problems that are less tractable
including the original calculations of nonclassical features
nonlinear interferometers and quantum solitons, in which
same effects are present.

VI. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE PROBLEM

The aim of the positiveP representation is to genera
c-number stochastic equations whose variables correspon
quantum variables. In the derivation of the stochastic diff
ential equations from the master equation there are at s

e
FIG. 20. Examining the radial distribution of 1 800 000 traje

tories at various times for the anharmonic oscillator. This revea
dropoff with radiusr5uNu faster than a power law~a power law
would be indicated by a straight line!. The times are~a! t50.8
through to~b! t54. The numerical parameters areDt50.01 and
g50.4.
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point, assumptions made about the validity of particu
mathematical steps. It is to these assumptions that we m
turn in order to locate the source of the problems with
representation. The numerical work of the previous secti
indicated two features correlated with the failure of the po
tive P representation that require explanation—the appe
ance of power-law tails and the correlation with the earli
spike time. In this section we will outline two distinct pro
cedures for deriving the stochastic differential equations
outline the likely causes of the numerical signatures.

A. Power-law tails

The appearance of a power-law tail in the averaged ra
distribution of theP function almost certainly means that th
boundary terms are significant and cannot be simply
glected. To see this we need to examine the converge
properties of the integral defining the positiveP representa-
tion. The original definition@7# was purely formal in nature
namely, one defines nondiagonal projectors

L~a,a1!5
ua&^a1* u
^a1* ua&

~6.1!

and then a positiveP function corresponding to a densit
operatorr is one that satisfies

r5E d2a d2a1L~a,a1!P~a,a1!. ~6.2!

How the convergence of the integral~6.2! is to be speci-
fied was not made clear in Ref.@7#. Since such issues ar
important, a more precise and rigorous definition is requir
this was given by Gardiner@50# in terms of the quantum
characteristic function, which is defined as

x~l,l* !5 Tr$rela†e2l* a%. ~6.3!

The quantum characteristic function characterizes the den
operator completely@50#. It is clear that using Eq.~6.2! we
can formally computex(l,l* ) and obtain a correspondin
xP(l,l* ) defined in terms ofP(a,a1):

xP~l,l* !5E d2a d2a1e~la12l* a!P~a,a1!. ~6.4!

This is the most convenient way of rigorouslydefining the
positiveP representation. Thus, we define a positiveP func-
tion P(a,a1) by saying that ifxP(l,l* ) as defined by Eq.
~6.4! is such thatxP(l,l* )5x(l,l* ), thenP(a,a1) is a
positive P function corresponding to the density oper
tor r.

Using the quantum characteristic function it was prov
right at the beginning@7# that a positiveP representation
exists for any density operator, with

P~a,a1!5
1

4p2 expS 2ua2a1u2

4 D K a1a1

2 UrU a1a1

2 L .
~6.5!

However, since theP representation is not unique, this is n
necessarily the onlyP function for a given density operato
r
st
e
s
i-
r-
t

d

al

-
ce

;

ity

d

We need to establish conditions on a givenP(a,a1) that
ensure the existence ofxP(l,l* ).

Questions of convergence are now reduced to the stud
the integral~6.4!. Notice that the Glauber-SudarshanP rep-
resentation would contain the exponential te
exp$la*2l*a%, which has unit modulus, whereas in E
~6.4!, the corresponding exponential can have an argum
with arbitrarily large positive part. The definition of the ord
of integration can therefore be significant, since the mere
thatP(a,a1) can be normalized isnot sufficient to guaran-
tee the existence ofxP(l,l* ). In Ref. @50# a condition for
the existence ofxP(l,l* ) for a given positive normalizable
P(a,a1) is given. Namely, one writes

a5reiu, a15r 8eiu8, l5meif ~6.6!

and carries out theu,u8 integrations first as these clear
exist for anyr ,r 8 andl.

Writing a Fourier series expansion

P~r ,r 8,u,u8!5 (
n52`

`

(
m52`

`

cnm~r ,r 8!einueimu8. ~6.7!

It can be shown that a sufficient condition for the existen
of xP(l,l* ) is that

uc2n,2m~r ,r 8!ur n121e~r 8!m121e ~6.8!

should be bounded for some nonzeroe, and allr ,r 8.
This condition, Eq.~6.8!, which is rather strong, is alread

weaker than the condition for all moments ofP(a,a1) to
exist, which would require allcn,m to vanish faster than any
power of r and r 8.

A P(a,a1) that falls off as a Gaussian will not cause a
problems and hence the simulations will be reliable. On
other hand, aP(a,a1) that falls off a power law comes
dangerously close to condition~6.8!. The degree of the
power necessary so thatxP(l,l* ) fails to exist is a problem
that depends heavily on the particular situation under stu
Certainly the simulations we have conducted suggest tha
the averaged radial distribution in the variab
R5Ar 21r 82, a small power will inevitably lead to prob
lems.

B. The earliest ‘‘spike’’ time

An alternative way of proceeding to derive the stochas
differential equations can be given in which no integrati
by parts is necessary, as follows. From the definition~6.3! an
equation of motion for the quantum characteristic functi
x(l,l* ,t) can be directly written using the correspondenc

ra†→
]

]l
, ~6.9a!

ar→2
]

]l*
, ~6.9b!

ra→S l2
]

]l* D , ~6.9c!
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a†r→S 2l*1
]

]l D , ~6.9d!

and no integration by parts is necessary, though it is ne
sary to take derivatives with respect tol andl* inside the
trace operation, which does require justification.

Similarly, we can write equivalences

aP~a,a1!→2
]

]l*
, ~6.10a!

a1P~a,a1!→
]

]l
, ~6.10b!

and similarly the derivation of these requires that derivati
with respect tol andl* be taken inside the integral in th
definition ~6.4!. This also requires justification.

The nature of the justification needed in the two case
very different. In the first case, the quantum characteri
function can be written in the form

1

p
exp~ ulu2!E d2a exp~la*2l*a!^aurua&. ~6.11!

The conditions under which the derivative may be taken
side the integral here are quite straightforward, since the
tegral is a two-dimensional Fourier transform of a posit
normalizable function.

In the second case the integrand in Eq.~6.4! is not a
Fourier transform, since the argument of the exponentia
on

r
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no longer purely imaginary, but may be any complex nu
ber. However, in both cases there will be some conditio
under which the correspondences~6.9! and ~6.10! are valid.

What can now be done is to take the solutionsa(t),
a1(t), of the stochastic differential equation and define

xP5^exp@la1~ t !2l*a~ t !#&. ~6.12!

From this stochastic differential equation we find th
xP(l,l* ,t) obeys the same equation of motion as found
x(l,l* ,t) from the master equation.

The actual conditions for the validity of the correspo
dences~6.9! are dependent on the particular master equa
being considered. Let us therefore illustrate with an exam
~consider the nonlinear absorber master equation treate
Sec. IV withg50 ande50!.

]r

]t
5
1

2
~2a2ra†22a†2a2r2ra†2a2!. ~6.13!

Using Eq.~6.9! we find that the quantum characteristic fun
tion equation of motion is

]x

]t
52

1

2 F S l* 222l*
]

]l D ]2

]l* 2
1S l222l

]

]l* D ]2

]l2Gx.
~6.14!

TheP-function characteristic function can be written direct
in terms of the solutionsa(t), a1(t) as Eq.~6.12! and if we
assume thata(t), a1(t) obey Ito stochastic differentia
equations, we can expand to second order to get
]xP

]t
5 K exp@la1~ t !2l*a~ t !#H l da1~ t !1

1

2
l2da1~ t !2 2l* da~ t !1

1

2
l* 2da~ t !22l* l da1~ t !da~ t !J L .

~6.15!
gy,
-
q.
al

l

and
It is easy to see that the Ito stochastic differential equati
@Eqs.~4.4! with g5e50#

da52a2a1dt1 iadW1~ t !, ~6.16a!

da152a12adt1 ia1dW2~ t ! ~6.16b!

will give exactly the same differential equation fo
xP(l,l* ,t) as Eq.~6.14!.

The manipulations involved in these two derivations a
all formal, and take no account of the conditions required
their validity. The derivation of Eq.~6.14! is relatively easy
to justify. A representation for the creation and destruct
operators must be chosen, and in fact the easiest is to d
all operators in terms of their action on the characteris
function itself, so that Eq.~6.14! is true by definition pro-
vided x(l,l* ,t) is itself always differentiable as man
times as are required in the differential equation. It is cl
that the condition for the existence of derivatives of ord
q for all l including l50 is thatuauq^aur(t)ua& be a nor-
malizable function. This is a condition with an easily unde
standable physical interpretation—for example, if we
s

e
r

n
ne
c

r
r

-
t

q52, this is a condition on the finiteness of the mean ener
and higher values ofq are related to limits on possible en
ergy fluctuations. Thus, if the derivatives required for E
~6.14! fail to exist it is because something physically unusu
is actually happening.

In contrast the derivation of Eq.~6.15! can fail for other
reasons. In order for the ensemble averages in Eq.~6.15! to
be valid requires thatall the solutions of the differentia
equations~for all possible realizations of the noises! from the
initial time up to and including the final timeT.

1. General conditions

A set of stochastic differential equations

dX5 f ~ t,X!dt1G~ t,X!dW~ t !, ~6.17!

whereX, F(t,X), dW(t) are vectors andG(t,X) is a matrix,
possesses solutions for all times in some finite interval
all initial conditions provided two conditions are satisfied.

(i) Generalized Lipshitz condition. For everyN.0, and
all times in the desired interval, and allx,y such that
uxu,uyu<N there is a constantKN such that
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u f ~x,t !2 f ~y,t !u1uG~ t,x!2G~ t,y!u<KNux2yu. ~6.18!

(ii) Restriction on growth. There exists aK such that for
all t in the desired interval and allx

u f ~x,t !u21uG~x,t !u2<K~11uxu2!. ~6.19!

It is clear that the stochastic differential equations~6.16!
satisfy the generalized Lipshitz condition, but do not sati
the growth condition. The typical behavior of such stochas
differential equations appears to be exactly that normally
served in positiveP simulations: For a given initial condition
the solution exists until arandom time t, at which stage it
‘‘explodes to infinity.’’ However, the random timet need
have no lower bound. For example, the stochastic differen
equation

dy5y3dt2y2dW~ t ! ~6.20!

satisfies the generalized Lipshitz condition but not
growth condition, and has the explicit solution~found by
substitutingy51/x)

x~ t !5
1

x~0!211W~ t !2W~0!
. ~6.21!

SinceW(t)2W(0) is Gaussian with variancet, for any
choice ofx(0) the denominator in Eq.~6.21! can vanish at
any t.0.

2. The deterministic equation

The largea, a1 behavior of the solutions of the stocha
tic differential equations~6.16! is dominated by the deter
ministic term, whose solutions are easy to find explicitly
it is sufficient to note that a solution fora1a, when the noise
terms are omitted is

a1a5
1

A12t
, ~6.22!

where 1/A is the initial value ofa1a. In the positiveP
representation this may be an arbitrary complex number,
in particular may be negative. But ifA is negative the solu-
tion will cease to exist whent52A/2. This kind of behavior
is in general still present in the full equations including t
noise terms—that is, if we start with an initial ensemble
points (a i ,a i

1) contained within a bounded region of th
phase space, then this kind of equation does not satisfy
conditions@51# necessary for the existence of a solution w
a given initial condition in every finite interval@0,T# after
t50.

Thus with any initial ensemble we may expect that th
will be realizations ofW1(t) andW2(t) that are such that the
solution of the stochastic differential equations~6.16! with a
particular initial condition chosen from the ensemble rea
infinity in a finite time. Suppose that there is a lower bou
te to all such times, and suppose the initial ensemble is s
that *d2ad2a1uauqua1uq8P(a,a1,0) exists for all q,q8.
Then we conjecture that fort,te , ~1! the characteristic
function xP exists,~2! all l,l* differentiations can be car
ried out under the integral signs, and~3! hencex and xP
obey the same partial differential equation~6.14! with the
y
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e
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f

he

e

h

ch

same initial condition and hence fort,te we can conclude
that xP5x. This will mean that for t,te a positive
P-function simulation would give correct results. We cann
conclude that fort>te the results will be wrong, but we hav
given ample evidence in the previous sections that this
very often the case. Att5te theP function becomes unnor
malizable, so that at that time the arguments that we
integrate by parts to get theP-function Fokker-Planck equa
tion, and again to get the stochastic differential equatio
also become invalid.

3. Topological barriers

There is currently just one known way to remove pro
lems due to an unstable deterministic trajectory. This is
the distribution to always have a zero probability in t
neighborhood of the trajectory. However, even when this
not exactly the case, the relevant probability may be an
ymptotically vanishing quantity—allowing the bounda
terms to become negligible in some limit. As was demo
strated in the preceding examples, the relevant asymp
limit is typically that of small dimensionless nonlinearity
This limit turns out to have a great deal of significance, c
responding to the most common cases of physical intere

The limit of small nonlinearity is the relevant limit as w
have already seen in this paper, and we can express th
terms of a dimensionless coupling constantg, which is pro-
portional to the ratio of nonlinearity to linearity~this the
inverse of the quantityg defined in Secs. I, IV, and V!. In
order for a true asymptotic limit to occur, it is essential th
the probability for the dynamical system be in a neighb
hood of an unstable deterministic trajectory, and appro
zero faster than any power ofg, asg approaches zero. If this
is the case, then the size of the boundary term can scale
nonanalytic way asg→0. An example of this would be if the
probability was proportional toe2uC/gu.

However, this is a common feature in equations of t
Fokker-Planck type. In fact, it is the generic behavior for t
diffusive penetration of a barrier, provided the diffusion~or
noise! term scales proportional tog. Thus, if the singular
trajectories become topologically isolated behind a barr
the corresponding boundary corrections will be expon
tially suppressed in the limit of small coupling constant. W
emphasize here that the noise terms responsible for the c
plex trajectories are indeed proportional to the dimension
coupling constantg of the nonlinear physical process. Th
provides an explanation for the numerically observed beh
ior, noted in the Introduction—in which largeg values lead
to boundary terms, which are dramatically reduced at sm
dimensionless couplings.

In summary, the main mechanism for the elimination
unwanted power-law tails and resulting boundary terms
topological one. It is necessary for there to be a determini
barrier between the initial values of the trajectories and
regions of singular initial conditions. The barrier is a regi
that divides the analytically continued complex phase sp
into ~at least! two parts, with deterministic trajectories onl
traveling away from the unstable region. In these cases
trajectory can cross from the initial region to the unsta
region, without a stochastic driving force. Of course, tran
tions in the reverse direction must be deterministically
lowed. If the noise vanishes on the barrier, the phase spa
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dynamically separable, with the result that boundary ter
can be exactly eliminated. If the noise is finite on the barr
the boundary terms can still vanish asymptotically, as
dimensionless coupling parameter approaches zero. This
ter case leads to a nonanalytic boundary term correct
which vanishes at small couplings.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The conclusion that we reach is that for sufficiently no
linear problems that involve small photon numbers the po
tive P simulation is only valid up to the earliest time
which a solution of the stochastic differential equations w
initial values chosen from the given initial ensemble c
reach infinity. At that time theP function becomes unnor
malizable, and all arguments based on integration by p
and discarding surface terms at infinity also become qu
tionable. However, the range of dynamical systems wh
the positiveP representation has been demonstrated to fa
quite limited, and in any case these problems are better d
with by other methods. We have found that directly simul
ing the master equation yields results far more easily than
positive P representation in these extreme parameter
gimes. Furthermore, and more importantly, when the po
tive P simulations break down they do so in a predictab
and in an easily verifiable way.

We have shown, in summary, that this technique is f
quently only asymptotically rather than exactly valid. O
course, the use of mathematical techniques that h
asymptotic validity at small couplings is rather common
physics. For example, this is precisely the behavior of
Feynman diagram method in quantum field theory. Inde
the Feynman diagram method and positiveP calculations
can be competing methods—for instance, the optical p
metric oscillator near threshold has seen calculations b
involving the Feynman diagram method@54,55# and positive
P calculations@9,56–58#.

We can give the following suggestions for the correct u
of the positiveP representation, noting that all problem
~apart from computational problems! arise from the fact tha
the neglected boundary terms at infinity may not be ne
gible. Thus, when the positiveP representation equation
become inaccurate, they do so in a predictable way. Spe
cally, the presence of the following signatures indicate n

FIG. 21. Earliest occurring spike@trajectory reaching
Re(N)<240# out of 1 000 spikes; the dots, plotted against t
theoretical timete ~dashed line!, are from Eq.~A4!.
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negligible boundary conditions.~1! The presence of
‘‘spikes,’’ typically large excursions into regions of phas
space with Re(N),0, that are associated with singular d
terministic trajectories. If spikes are seen, the solutions m
not be reliable for all times after the earliest appearance
such spikes. It is not correct to simply discard such trajec
ries.~2! An increase in the statistical error of the distributio
This in essence corroborates the first signature.~3! The prob-
ability distribution develops power-law tails. This is the mo
quantitative indicator, but requires more numerical work
test. ~4! The inclusion of more linear damping leads to t
absence of the above indicators.

Provided sufficient care is taken to search for the num
cal indicators above the positiveP representation can be
useful and reliable tool.
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APPENDIX A: ANALYTIC EXAMPLE

This section will aim to illustrate that the behavior of th
stochastic differential equations can flag a significant pr

FIG. 22. Plot of the standard deviation of the mean, real, a
imaginary parts, for an ensemble of 30 000 trajectories. All traj
tories began atN520.5 andk520.5. The result demonstrates
dramatic increase at the timete .

FIG. 23. Following the standard procedure presented elsew
in the paper, 300 000 trajectories were binned according to t
radii in phase space. Results show a power-law tail at the t
te , using the parameterk520.5 and the trajectories began
N520.5.
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ability current at infinity that is, boundary term problem
The equations given do not correspond to a master equa
rather it is a modification of the noise term in Eq.~4.5! for
the damped nonlinear absorber that allows an analytic s
tion to the resulting stochastic differential equations.

We modify Eq.~4.5! to

dN52N~N1k!dt1 iN2dW, ~A1!

where the factor in front of the stochastic noise was ag
multiplied byN.

1. Analytical solution

Equation~A1! can be converted to the inverse variab
n51/N; then splitting into real and imaginary parts we ge

dn r5~kn r11!dt, ~A2a!

dn i5kn idt2dW. ~A2b!

The real part has the solution

n r~ t !5S n r
01

1

kDekt2
1

k
~A3!

so thatn r(t)50 when

te52
1

k
ln~kn r

011!. ~A4!

The imaginary part of Eqs.~A2! is equivalent to the
Fokker-Planck equation

]P~n i !

]t
5F2

]

]n i
~kn i !1

1

2

]2

]n i
2GP~n i !, ~A5!

which is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process and has the foll
ing solution@59#, providedt.0 andP(n i ,tu0,0)5d(n i):

P~n i !5@pb~ t !#21/2e2n i
2/b~ t !, ~A6a!

b~ t !5~e2kt21!/k. ~A6b!

Now, combining the real and imaginary parts we have

P~n r ,n i ,tun r
0,0,0!5@pb~ t !#21/2d„n r2n r~ t !…e

2n i
2/b~ t !,

~A7a!

n r~ t !5~n r
01k21!ekt2k21. ~A7b!

Then, transformP back to the original variables but in pola
coordinatesN5reiu:

P~r ,u,tun r
0,0,0!5

d„cosu2n r~ t !r …

r 3Apb~ t !
e2sin2u/[ r2b~ t !] , ~A8!

and finally, integrate out theu variable:

P~r ,tun r
0,0!5

2D@12n r
2~ t !r 2#

r 3Apb~ t !
e2[12nr

2
~ t !r2]/[ r2b~ t !] , ~A9!

whereD51 if a>0, and 0 ifa<0.
n,

u-

in

-

It is easy to see thatP(r ,tun r
0,0) is strictly bounded within

a radiusr<un r(t)u21 and that this will become infinite at a
time te given by Eq.~A4!.

If this were an example derived from an actual mas
equation there would be no doubt as to the validity of n
glecting the boundary terms before the timete . After the
time te we cannot have such confidence, since there is o
ously a nonzero current at infinity.

2. Numerical signatures

Given this example is analytically tractable, it serves
test the numerical signatures. That is, we should be abl
predict the timete based on purely numerical work. With thi
done, we can have confidence in predicting a similar time
which the positiveP representation is expected to fail fo
examples that are not so easily analyzed.

a. Presence of spikes

The easiest indicator to monitor is the presence of spi
in the simulation. Often these will show their presence in
averages obtained, though we recommend actively searc
for them by identifying trajectories that make an excursi
beyond some suitable boundary.

As depicted in Fig. 21, we collected 1000 spikes@defined
as trajectories reaching Re(N)<240#. The earliest of these
spikes to occur forms a good indicator of the timete calcu-
lated in Eq.~A4!.

b. Increase in the statistical error

As is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 22 the onset of spiki
is accompanied by a large increase in the statistical erro
the distribution. The initial condition is unphysical, but th
is a test case with no physical significance; the initial con
tion was chosen to give a reasonable value ofte . The pur-
pose is to predict the time at which the boundary terms w
become a problem.

c. Development of a power-law tail

Finally, as seen in Fig. 23, the tail of the distributio
begins to fall off as a power law at the timete , giving clear
evidence of boundary term problems. It is clear then that
numerical signatures can reliably predict the time at wh
boundary terms will cause problems~that is, the timete).
The presence of these signatures casts doubt on the va
of the solution from the time of their occurrence onward.

APPENDIX B: THE LASER EQUATIONS
NEAR THRESHOLD

Equations~3.6! for the laser can be further scaled by se
ting dt5dt8/e andã5Aeã8 giving the Ito stochastic equa
tions

dã85~ ã82ã 81ã82!dt81AQ̃/e2dW8, ~B1a!

dã815~ ã812ã812ã8!dt81AQ̃/e2dW8* ~B1b!

and an initial variance of (eN)225C/n0(C21), which near
threshold becomes very large. However, the noise param
is now
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S Q̃e2D
1/2

5S @kn1g̃ 2~11d̄!/2ḡ #C

kn0~C21!2
D 1/2, ~B2!
-

,

by
which also becomes very large near threshold, and this ef
was not taken into account by Schack and Schenzle.
tt.
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